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Abstract—Reverse engineering is a complex task. As with
many other expert tasks, reverse engineers rely on colleagues
and the broader reverse engineering community to provide
guidance and develop knowledge necessary to achieve their
goals. For example, it is common for reverse engineers to
reach out for help to understand and effectively use new tools.
Thus far, however, there has been limited investigation of the
way knowledge is developed in this community and new tools
are adopted. This paper takes a first step toward understand-
ing reverse engineering community dynamics around tool
adoption, using the release of the National Security Agency’s
Ghidra reverse engineering framework as a point of focus.
In this paper, we review discussions about Ghidra to identify
what features reverse engineers are most interested in, how
reverse engineers develop knowledge about Ghidra together
online, and whether these dynamics differ between forums.

In total, we analyze 1590 reverse engineering discussions
between 688 reverse engineers over 3 forums (i.e., Twitter,
Reddit, and StackExchange). Our results suggest reverse
engineers are most interested in features that allow them
to customize Ghidra. We also observe limited evidence of
collective sensemaking on the forums, with few reverse
engineers participating in multiple discussions threads and
most acting as either knowledge producers or consumers.
Finally, we found that the forums operated similarly, but
Twitter was most often used to announce information (e.g.,
tutorial links, tool overviews, vulnerabilities in Ghidra) and
reverse engineers used StackExchange mostly to get support
for specific problems. Reddit acted as a middle option. Based
on these results, we make recommendations to improve
reverse engineering tool development, improve community
participation during adoption, and suggest directions for
future work.

Index Terms—reverse engineering, sensemaking, documenta-
tion, online forums

1. Introduction

Successful performance of several cybersecurity func-
tions, including vulnerability discovery and malware anal-
ysis, requires security professionals to be proficient in
software reverse engineering (We refer to this task as re-
verse engineering and its practitioners as reverse engineers,
for brevity) [1], [2], [3, pg. 5-7].

Reverse engineering typically requires significant
knowledge and experience, due to the complex and time-
consuming nature of the task. [4], [5]. For example, Yakdan

et al. found reverse engineers required 39 minutes on
average to answer common malware-analysis questions
on small (less than 150 lines of code) decompiled code
snippets [5].

As is the case for most expert tasks, reverse engineers
rely on support from colleagues and the broader reverse
engineering community to answer questions and develop
expertise [1]. A common example of this community-
supported knowledge development occurs as reverse en-
gineers attempt to adopt new tools. Significant effort by
academia, industry, and the practitioners themselves, has
gone into simplifying the reverse engineering process
through tool support [5]–[24]. However, due to the ad-hoc
development of many of these tools and—like much other
modern software—limited documentation support, reverse
engineers regularly reach out to others for advice and
perspective. This includes answering questions regarding
for which specific tasks a new tool would be beneficial to
adopt and how to use the new tool, often through online
information-sharing platforms like StackExchange (SE)
and Twitter. This community discussion is also essential
for reverse engineering tool extension, as many tools
are designed with the power-user in mind, due to the
complexity and variability of reverse engineering. That
is, the tool developer provides a basic foundation, but
allows the community to personalize the tool to their needs
through customization.

While this community aspect of reverse engineering
tools has a significant impact on tool adoption and use,
there has been little work investigating the community’s
dynamics. With a better understanding of the community,
we believe better tools could be developed to fit expressed
user needs, tool developers could more effectively engage
with their user base, and users could be more effectively
directed to support.

A possible approach to answering this question would
be to look to similar research into the software engineering
community’s online behaviors. Like reverse engineers,
software engineers also perform complex tasks (e.g., pro-
gramming) and rely on online resources and Q&A sites
for support and sensemaking [25]–[27], but significant
research has been conducted looking at how software
engineers work together online [28]–[34]. However, we
believe reverse engineers are distinct in several ways
that could impact community behaviors and necessitate
independent research. For example, the reverse engineering
community is smaller and typically more privacy and
security conscious. This could make reverse engineers
more isolated and cautious or more tightly connected and



cooperative, because of the community’s size and shared
interest. Additionally, there are fewer tools and languages
used, potentially reducing the community segmentation
common in software engineering.

In this paper, we seek to understand the reverse
engineering community’s adoption of a new tool by
focusing on online communication around a unique event
of interest, the National Security Agency’s (NSA) release
of Ghidra [35]. Ghidra is a software reverse engineering
framework including a decompiler, disassembler, and
debugger, all of which can be extended through Ghidra’s
scripting support. Ghidra’s release is unique in that it
became available after years of internal development, use,
and revisions at the NSA, as opposed to a traditional
release process which typically adds only a few features
at a time with minimal real-user testing. Ghidra is also an
open-source product, providing capabilities equivalent to
its expensive competitors (e.g., IDA Pro). Finally, Ghidra’s
affiliation with the NSA’s mystique as a shadowy hacking
organization also likely piqued many reverse engineers’
interest.

Perhaps because of all these factors, Ghidra’s release
did draw significant attention from the community in the
form of talks at popular security conferences [36]–[40]
and press attention [41]–[50]. In addition, because of the
amount of attention and extensive set of features, we
expected Ghidra’s release would produce significant tool
discussion in online forums, providing a unique window
into community tool adoption dynamics.

To explore these community dynamics, we analyze
590 reverse engineering discussions between 688 reverse
engineers from three forums (i.e., Twitter, Reddit, and
SE) collected over a six-month time period starting at
Ghidra’s release announcement (two weeks prior to its
actual release). Through our analysis, we sought to answer
the following research questions:

RQ1. What tool features are reverse engineers
most interested in? Do forums’ discussions cover
all tool features?

Ghidra is a broad framework providing many common
features required by reverse engineers. The discussion
around its release offers potential insights into the features
most important to reverse engineers, indicating the features
which should be prioritized in future tool development.

Conversely, we sought to understand whether users
rely on the community to provide sufficient support for all
tool feature-related questions. If not, is there any bias in
the features questions receiving responses? Answering this
question can help prioritize tool developer documentation
effort to fill gaps in community support, similar to prior
work studying documentation for API support [32], [33].

RQ2. How is knowledge about a new tool shared
and developed among reverse engineers?

Our second question aims to better understand the
reverse engineering community itself. How is the com-
munity organized and how do participants behave when
considering a new tool? Is it dominated by a few experts
or is knowledge developed collectively through a broad set
of members? Additionally, is the community open and wel-
coming to anyone who wants to provide input on the new
tool? Understanding these dynamics can guide developer
interactions with key players in the community and suggest

ways to make the community more inclusive. To answer
this question, we draw on methods and observations from
studies of other knowledge-sharing networks [51], [52].

RQ3. How do the specific forums used impact
community adoption behaviors?

Finally, there are several online forums reverse engi-
neers use to discuss their tools, ask questions, and share
their opinions. The uniqueness of Ghidra’s release provides
us the opportunity to compare community tool adoption
behaviors across forums as discussions on each began
at the same time. Therefore, our final question seeks to
identify any characteristics unique to each forum and how
they work collectively to help the community investigate
a new tool.

We found that reverse engineers discuss a broad
variety of Ghidra’s features, but mostly focus on features
which allow them to customize Ghidra and on Ghidra’s
decompiler. When asking questions, most problems posed
by reverse engineers are answered across all forums, though
more active reverse engineers are more likely to have their
questions answered.

Considering the way knowledge about a new tool is
formed, there is limited evidence of collective sensemaking.
Instead, most reverse engineers either ask or answer ques-
tions, with few participating in both sides of knowledge
sharing process. Further, few reverse engineers participated
in multiple discussion threads, and very few participated
in multiple forums, though this is an under-approximation
as our process for cross-forum account matching is limited.
This limited interaction contrasts with behaviors observed
in the software engineering community where participation
and back-and-forth conversations were common [30], [53],
[54]. This may indicate that the community, at least in the
adoption phase, is not welcoming. However, we did not
observe a large number of negative comments and they
were mostly made by less active reverse engineers.

Finally, we observed that discussions across forums
generally were similar, though separate, as few reverse
engineers participated in multiple forums. The biggest
difference between forums was related to the type of
discussions. Twitter was most often used as a platform
to announce information (e.g., links to tutorials, vulner-
abilities identified in Ghidra). Whereas, SE was almost
exclusively used by reverse engineers to ask specific ques-
tions, which was expected as SE was designed specifically
as a Q&A platform. Reddit evenly mixed these two types
of discussions. Additionally, conversations on Twitter were
most likely to be isolated, i.e., few conversations shared
participants.

From these findings, we distill recommendations to
improve tool development, support developer interaction
with the community around adoption, and guide future
research.

2. Related Work

While little work has investigated the reverse engi-
neering community, there has been a growing body of
research aimed at understanding their processes and many
researchers have studied a related community—software
engineers. In this section, we review related work in these
two areas.



2.1. Understanding reverse engineers and their
needs

Multiple qualitative studies have sought to understand
the processes and mental models central to reverse en-
gineering. In our prior work, we compared experts’ and
novices’ descriptions of their reverse engineering process
through interviews, finding both groups followed roughly
the same steps [1]. Multiple studies improved on this
work by observing reverse engineers in action [55]–[57] or
reviewing artifacts they generated [2], identifying specific
questions reverse engineers ask and strategies followed.
Cowley interviewed 10 reverse engineers, identifying nec-
essary skills and professional development levels. Finally,
Nosco et al. considered the processes of reverse engineering
teams, comparing different strategies for coordination [58].

Other work has considered the tools (both technical and
organizational) reverse engineers use. Fang et al. surveyed
reverse engineers to identify the types of automation
they use, finding that they preferred dynamic over static
analyses [59], [60]. Summers et al. investigated how reverse
engineers deal with ambiguity in their reviews, observing
that they rely on discussions with others and visualization
techniques (i.e., mapping system semantics on a white-
board).

Our research builds on this work broadening the scope
beyond the individual or team to consider the needs and
dynamics of the broader reverse engineering community,
focusing on tool adoption.

2.2. Software engineering and forums

Software engineering is very similar to reverse engi-
neering. In fact, many software engineers perform reverse
engineering tasks when trying to comprehend code written
by other engineers for debugging, maintenance, or mod-
ification purposes. However, in contrast, there has been
significant research studying software engineers’ use of
forums, much of which has aligned with our main research
questions.

Software engineers as “social engineers”. Across several
surveys and interviews, researchers have found software
engineers commonly rely on forums, such as mailing lists
and Q&A platforms (specifically SE and Stack Overflow
(SO)), for asking questions and identifying solutions, both
generally [25]–[27] and for security-specific issues [61]–
[65]. Storey et al. coined this phenomena the rise of the
“social engineer” who actively participates in online docu-
mentation of crowdsourced socio-technical content [53].

In addition to common Q&A sites, other work has
found that software engineers engage and share knowledge
through micro-blogging sites like Twitter [28]–[30]. Singer
found that software engineers use Twitter for sharing
and obtaining the latest news and staying up-to-date with
relevant technology [66]. However, researchers also noted
Twitter was not an ideal medium for knowledge sharing
as software engineers struggle to sift through irrelevant
tweets. Additionally, engineers may find it hard to maintain
a relevant network of users to follow as people may switch
topics of focus or stop providing relevant information,
meaning the engineer would need to seek out other relevant
users to follow.

Forums as crowd documentation (RQ1). With the in-
creasing social nature of software engineers, other work
has investigated the types of features most commonly
asked about on forums and whether they provide sufficient
answers to those questions. Several studies have considered
the types of questions asked on SO and identified trends
in which are most commonly answered, regarding general
software development [67]–[74] and security [75], [76]
and privacy [77] issues. MacLeod et al. looked at the types
of information software engineers share using YouTube
videos, finding that videos are useful for sharing knowledge
and demonstrating experiences [31]. Parnin and Treude [32]
reviewed blog posts about the jQuery API to understand
whether all functions of the API were covered. Perhaps the
most in-depth study of forums as crowd documentation was
completed by Parnin et al. who reviewed function coverage
for three APIs (GWT, Android, and Java) on SO [33].
They found that the crowd can provide good coverage
given enough time and provide several more examples
per function than traditional documentation. However, the
crowd may need to be directed toward less popular topics
(e.g., accessibility and DRM).

Community dynamics in forums (RQ2). Other re-
searchers have investigated how software engineers interact
on forums and the community dynamics of knowledge
sharing. Prior work has looked at follower relationships on
Twitter [29] and GitHub [78], observing how knowledge is
shared between individuals. Bougie et al. compared Twitter
behaviors of three communities of software engineers to the
broader Twitter user base [30]. They found that software
engineers were more likely to have back-and-forth conver-
sations instead of simply making announcements with little
interaction. Lopez et al. observed similar behaviors when
reviewing conversations between developers about security
issues [54]. Specifically, they found developers use SO to
actively connect to others, help each other find solutions,
and foster and share knowledge. Finally, Posnett et al.
looked at software engineer behaviors in SE to understand
whether expertise—as measured by number of questions
answered—develops over time in the community [34].
They found that user expertise does not increase with time
spent in the community; experts join the community as
experts, and provide good answers from the beginning.

Comparison of forums (RQ3). Finally, prior work in
software engineering has considered differences between
community behaviors across forums. Vasilescu et al. con-
sidered the relationship in developer behaviors between
Github and SO, looking at whether question asking behav-
iors on SO are coordinated with development behaviors in
Github [79]. Squire observed four case-study development
projects as they transitioned from mailing lists to SO as
their primary vector for Q&A support. Squire compared
question response time and software engineer participation
between the two forums, finding both metrics improved
after moving to SO—even though two projects chose to
move back to mailing lists [80]. Similarly, Vasilescu et
al. looked at differences in discussion participation about
the R programming language between SE and a related
mailing list (i.e., r-help). They found software engineers
were generally more active on SE, though the most active
individuals were active in both forums [81].



Our research builds on this prior body of work from
software engineering, borrowing and adapting methods
to address differences between software engineers and
reverse engineers. For example, while much of the prior
work on software engineers studies their use of APIs,
reverse engineers generally rely on tools like Ghidra which
provide both a base set of functionality and an API for
feature extension. This less-defined feature set required
us to modify tagging approaches used in prior work.
Additionally, due to the unique nature of Ghidra’s release,
we are able to perform a direct comparison across a broader
set of forums than prior work in software engineering.

3. Methods

To identify the reverse engineering tool features reverse
engineers are most interested in and understand the tool
adoption dynamics of the reverse engineering community
within and across forums, we sought to collect all Ghidra-
related forum discussions over a six-month period starting
two weeks prior to Ghidra’s initial release, March 5th,
2019, and ending on 31 August, 2019. The starting date
reflects when Ghidra’s release was announced; this allows
us to include discussion of the upcoming release. In
total, we collected 3529 Ghidra discussion threads from
Twitter, Reddit, and SE. We performed a rigorous iterative
qualitative coding [82, pg. 101-122] of a random sample
of 343 threads1, including 1590 conversational actions and
688 unique authors. Our study was reviewed and approved
by our universities’ Institutional Review Boards.

This section describes how we collected forum threads,
our codebook development, and the quantitative analyses
we performed on the coded data.

3.1. Data Collection

As a first step, we sought to collect all reverse engi-
neering discussions of Ghidra across several popular online
forums. We began by performing preliminary searches of
forums considered in prior work on software engineering.
This review included Twitter and SE. We also considered
Reddit because some reverse engineers reported getting
information from this forum in our prior studies [1].

As we performed our preliminary review of these
forums, we observed participants advertising two public
Slack workspaces for further discussion. Unfortunately, we
were not able to get organizer support to collect data from
one of the workspace and participation was very limited in
the other workspace (i.e., 27 participants with two making
up 63% of all conversations).

Table 1 gives the final list of forums from which we
collected Ghidra discussion threads. For each forum, we
collected all threads over our time period of interest (i.e.,
5 March to 31 August 2019) which were tagged #ghidra
or contained the keyword “ghidra,” indicating some textual
relationship with the Ghidra tool. We also included all
tweets by and mentions of the @Ghidra_RE account on
Twitter. This account was created shortly after the public
announcement of Ghidra’s release and indicated that it
would be a hub for sharing information about the tool,

1. All threads from Reddit and SE and a random sample of about 8%
of Twitter threads. See Section 3.1 below for more details.

with its bio stating “Here you can get your ghidra tips
and updates.” It was presumed at the time that this was an
official Ghidra account created by the Ghidra developers
and was treated as such by the community. However, it
was determined after data collection that the account was
not directly affiliated with the NSA’s Ghidra team, though
it continues to provide useful information about the project.
There is no official Twitter account associated with the
Ghidra developers. Tweets were collected using the basic
Twitter API, which gives the most recent tweets from
all the tweets containing the target hashtag, account, and
keyword.

In Reddit, we also collected all posts on the ghidra
subreddit (i.e., r/ghidra), which claims to be a “Commu-
nity dedicated to discussion about the National Security
Agency’s reverse engineering framework, Ghidra.”

Using this search, we identified 3464 threads on Twitter,
65 on Reddit, and 53 on SE. Due to the amount of time
required to manually review and code each thread, we
chose to perform a complete review of the Reddit and SE
threads, but reviewed a random sample of about 8% (273)
of Twitter threads.

We included 338 of 391 (86%) total threads across
all forums that specifically included direct discussions of
Ghidra’s features. The remaining 14% of threads were
excluded for several reasons. Nine threads were removed
because they were actually discussions about the three-
headed dragon from Godzilla mythology [83] 2. Many other
threads (N=8) discussed the QAnon conspiracy theory.
These conspiracy theorists believe—or, at a minimum,
post online—that Ghidra was made public through the
work of Q to allow ordinary citizens to combat the “deep
state.” We also removed 12 threads that simply aggregated
information from other threads (e.g., posting statistics for
the number of times the #ghidra tag was used) and 7
threads which mentioned Ghidra in passing, but did not
include any specific details about Ghidra features (e.g.,
“IDA Pro, BinaryNinja, and Ghidra are reverse engineering
tools”). Finally, we removed 17 threads whose content had
been deleted by the authors or the forum by the time of
our review.

Finally, to allow for comparison across forums, we
attempted to link account names for authors who partici-
pated in multiple forums under different aliases. For this,
we manually reviewed the account profile for each author
in our sample, looking for any links to accounts on other
forums. Whenever alternate aliases were identified, we
linked the two aliases by replacing both with a single
unique author ID. Also, we assumed any accounts with
matching handles indicated they were owned by the same
person. This could possibly lead to incorrect matches.
However, we expect the bias in account matching to be
more toward recall, i.e., missing that two handles are owned
by the same person, instead of precision, i.e., accidentally
assuming the same handle means the same person. In
our review of reverse engineering accounts we found
they commonly used the same handle across forums and
generally used unique names to identify themselves. Also,
due to the small number of cases where matches were

2. Ghidra is named after the monster from Godzilla, but luckily, the
NSA developer who named Ghidra did not know the correct spelling,
simplifying our disambiguation problem.



Forum Search Methods Collected / Related / Analyzed Convo. Acts1 Authors

Twitter #ghidra tag, @Ghidra_RE tweets and mentions,
“ghidra” keyword 3455/ 34122/ 230 842 443

Reddit #ghidra tag, r/ghidra posts, “ghidra” keyword 65/62/62 317 116

SE #ghidra tag, “ghidra” keyword 53/51/51 431 136

Total – 3573/ 3525/ 343 1590 6883

1 The number of comments or replies in each discussion thread.
2 Unrelated threads were only removed after randomly sampling, so this is an overestimate.
3 Some authors participate in multiple forums.

TABLE 1: Forum data collection search methods and statistics

made only based on account name matches (N=3), any
error due to this over-approximation is inherently limited.

3.2. Qualitative Coding

After collecting all relevant threads, we qualitatively
coded each across three dimensions: features discussed,
conversational actions, and sensemaking characteristics.
Table 2 summarizes each dimension and each full codebook
is given in Appendix A.

For each dimension, we began with an initial codebook
taken from similar prior work or based on relevant pre-
existing categorizations. We discuss each codebook in
detail below. Two researchers independently coded threads
in groups of 30 using the initial codebooks and allowing
additional codes to emerge from the data. After complet-
ing a batch of threads, the researchers met to compare
codes, resolve disagreements, and update the codebooks
as necessary (re-coding previously coded threads). When
comparing codes, we calculated Krippendorff’s alpha ( α )
using the ReCal2 software package [85] to measure inter-
coder reliability. We chose to use Krippendorff’s alpha
since it is a conservative measure which accounts for
chance agreements [86]. This process was repeated seven
times until a reasonable level of reliability was reached
for each variable—Krippendorff recommends the thresh-
old α > 0.80 [86]. The remaining threads were divided
between the two researchers and coded independently by
a single researcher.

Features (RQ1). For our first research question, we needed
to determine the features in Ghidra discussed in each thread.
Prior work in feature coverage has typically focused on
APIs, leading researchers to search for function names
in the discussion [32], [33]. However, because Ghidra
is a framework of tools and extensible components, this
approach is not possible. Fortunately, the owners of the
official Ghidra GitHub repository provide a thorough list of
feature tags which they use to indicate the relevant feature
for each bug submission [84]. We used this list as a starting
point for developing our feature codebook. To determine
specific definitions for each feature (given in Appendix A),
we reviewed the official Ghidra documentation,3 public
talks given by the Ghidra developers [87], [88], and
the content of the issues tagged on the Ghidra github
page. Additionally, two external Ghidra experts reviewed
our feature definitions and confirmed they matched their

3. https://github.com/NationalSecurityAgency/ghidra/tree/master/
GhidraDocs

understanding of the tool and covered the breadth of
Ghidra’s features.

In addition to features covered in the GitHub tag list, we
allowed labels beyond Ghidra-specific features to emerge
from the data. This included comparisons to other reverse
engineering frameworks, presentations of educational ma-
terials, and discussions of Ghidra vulnerabilities.

Finally, we performed axial coding of the resulting
features, grouping them into related feature areas [82, pg.
123-142]. This grouping was performed to support later
quantitative analysis of higher-level themes in the types of
features reverse engineers consider most often. Definitions
for each feature area are given in Appendix A.

Conversational Acts (RQ2). To determine how knowl-
edge is shared between reverse engineers, we also needed
to consider how discussions are carried out. Because the
dynamics of conversational actions have been well studied
previously and are not specific to Ghidra, we chose to rely
on previously existing codebooks. Specifically, we used
the codebook for thread types developed by Mamykina
et al. from their review of communication within an
online diabetes community called TuDiabetes [51] and
the discourse acts codebook was taken from Zhang et
al.’s categorization of general online discussions developed
based on over 9,000 threads [52].

Using the process demonstrated by Mamykina et al,
we sought to identify the main reason for the thread (e.g.,
for the initiating author to ask for help understanding a
particular topic) [51]. This allows us to identify how the
forums are used (e.g., Q&A support or personal promotion).
We also coded the type of discourse action for each
comment in the thread, using the codebook established
by Zhang et al. [52]. This presents an indicator for how
knowledge is developed (i.e., whether authors build off
of prior responses) and the openness of the forum (i.e.,
whether comments or questions attract negative responses).

Sensemaking (RQ2). Finally, we sought to directly mea-
sure whether elements of collective sensemaking were
observed in each thread. Collective sensemaking occurs
when community members share information, building
meaning and knowledge structures together [89]. Again, we
relied on prior work, taking our three levels of sensemaking
from Mamykina et al. [51]. At the most basic level, we
considered whether an author appeared to reflect on and
react to a prior statement by another author, indicating
information had flowed from one author to another. Next,
if we observed two authors responding back-and-forth
to each other, we considered this lateral engagement,
indicating a two-way information flow between authors.

https://github.com/NationalSecurityAgency/ghidra/tree/master/GhidraDocs
https://github.com/NationalSecurityAgency/ghidra/tree/master/GhidraDocs


Dimension Variable Description Examples Source α

Feature Feature Discussed Ghidra functionality discussed in
the thread GUI, Extensions, Processor [84] 0.80

Conversational
Actions

Thread type Type of conversation initiated Personal issue, Announcement,
Opinion poll [51] 0.86

Discourse Act Type of the discourse for each
comment in the thread

Question, Answer, Reframing
the problem [52] 0.80

Sensemaking Level of Collective
Sensemaking

What level of sensemaking is
evident in the thread

Reaction, Lateral engagement,
Idea transformation [51] 0.88

TABLE 2: Summary of qualitative coding dimensions

Finally, we marked a thread as having the highest level
of collective sensemaking if we observed a change in an
author’s perception of the topic, indicating a transformation
of knowledge derived from the discussion.

3.3. Quantitative analysis

With the resulting coded data, we performed regres-
sions to understand the correlation of feature type, forum,
and author expertise on several outcomes relevant to our
research questions. In each regression, we used a model ap-
propriate for the type of the outcome variable. For example,
when considering the number of times each Ghidra feature
is discussed, we used a poisson regression (appropriate for
count data [90, 67-106]). For each regression, we include
as potential explanatory variables the forum, as well as a
binary variable indicating whether the commenting author
was an answerer. We define an answerer here as any author
in our dataset who we observed answer more than two
questions (21% of all authors) constructively (i.e., only
responses that provided additional information to the asker).
This threshold was the natural choice as it was the elbow
of the distribution curve for author participation [91]. Prior
work has used a similar cutoff for distinguishing between
author activity levels [33], [79].

Recent interviews and surveys of reverse engineers
suggests they place importance on the ability to customize
their tools [57]. To test whether this preference is actually
displayed in their tool discussions, we added a binary
explanatory variable to our regressions indicating whether
the associated feature is a current tool or customization.

For each regression, we included all the previously
stated explanatory variables in our initial regression model
along with every possible two-way interaction between
variables. From all possible variable and interaction com-
binations, we selected the model with minimum Bayesian
Information Criteria—a standard metric for model fit [92].

3.4. Network graphs

To measure the knowledge sharing dynamics around
tool adoption in the reverse engineering community, we
generated a series of network graphs at varying relational
levels based on observed communication patterns across
forums — a common method for understanding community
dynamics in social networks [78], [93]. At the lowest level
of granularity, we created a social network graph with all
authors as nodes, adding directed edges between authors
providing insights, perspectives, and information to others
participating in the thread.

Next, we considered thread-level communications for
each forum. Each node in our thread-level graph repre-
sented a discussion thread. To understand how information
was shared across threads, edges were drawn between
nodes that shared authors. For example, if thread1 was
a discussion between authors A and B and thread2 was
a discussion between authors B and C, we would add
an edge between thread1 and thread2 because author B
contributed to both and created a bridge of knowledge be-
tween discussions. Additionally, we maintained an attribute
for each node indicating the Ghidra feature discussed to
determine whether the same authors were discussing the
same feature areas.

Finally, we built a forum-level graph, merging the
thread-level graphs from each forum. Each node in this
graph indicated a cluster of threads. A thread cluster
indicated a set of connected threads from the prior graph.
Again, edges were added to indicate shared authors be-
tween clusters. The purpose of the forum-level graph is to
identify the set of authors participating in multiple forums.

3.5. Limitations

There are several limitations inherent to our methodol-
ogy. First, the picture of the reverse engineering community
presented in our data represents only a snapshot in time,
specific to the adoption of a new tool. We only consider
discussions around a single tool over a limited time
window, and we have likely missed discussions of Ghidra
in other forums. We believe our approach provides a
sufficiently broad view of the community’s tool adoption
discussions, as we analyze threads from more forums than
much of the prior literature. Additionally, Ghidra’s unique
characteristics as a fully-featured and highly publicized
tool on release likely offers the ideal setting to investigate
tool adoption discussions, drawing much interest from the
reverse engineering community who have little pre-existing
knowledge about the tool and presenting a wide variety of
topics to discuss. Conversely, Ghidra itself is structurally
similar to other reverse engineering frameworks (IDA,
BinaryNinja, Radare), mean the specific topics discussed
likely generalize to other, similar tools. In fact, we observed
that much discussion regarded how to transfer knowledge
from other frameworks to Ghidra, indicating what features
reverse engineers care about in other frameworks. Future
work should consider later time periods to understand
knowledge sharing dynamics once a more established
community of interest around the tool is developed and
adoption is not the primary concern. Similarly, additional
work should investigate whether community dynamics



change when reverse engineers use less public forums,
such as the Slack workspace we were not permitted to
collect data in.

Our network graphing procedure is an under-
approximation of information sharing in the network. We
only consider discussion participants, since we are unable
to identify other reverse engineers who might view the
thread, take in the information, but not comment. Addition-
ally, our account-linking procedure likely underestimates
the number of authors with accounts on multiple forums.
While authors commonly shared their Twitter and SE
account names on their websites, very few made their
Reddit account names public. Therefore, we expect more
knowledge overlap exists between threads and forums than
we identified. However, because collecting more accurate
information is only possible by contacting authors directly
and requesting they provide all their associated aliases
and threads visited, or other privacy intrusive methods,
we believe our approach provides a reasonable level of
accuracy for initial analysis, given the tradeoff.

4. Results

In this section, we present results related to our three
research questions. We begin with a discussion of the
Ghidra features observed in the studied forums (RQ1) and
then cover the observed dynamics of knowledge sharing
between reverse engineers (RQ2). Throughout, we discuss
differences in findings between forums where appropriate
(RQ3).

4.1. Features Discussed (RQ1)

We began our analysis by coding the features discussed
in our sample of 338 threads across all forums. Using the
Ghidra github project features list along with additional
topics which emerged from the data (See Appendix A), we
coded 428 unique features discussed (each thread could
potentially cover multiple features). Next, we grouped these
features into 10 related areas, including both Ghidra fea-
tures and other topics which were not feature-specific (e.g.,
framework overviews, Ghidra vulnerabilities, documenta-
tion questions, etc.). Additionally, because Ghidra—like
most other reverse engineering frameworks—offers a large
suite of features and the ability to extend its functionality,
we further divided feature-specific areas into two categories:
current tools and customization. Table 3 presents these
10 groups divided into the two feature-specific categories
and a third general category of discussions that were not
feature specific (i.e., Other), along with the number of
times they were discussed in our dataset and the percentage
of threads in each forum in which they were discussed.

Regression analysis. To understand whether certain
Ghidra features were discussed more often depending on
their type, we performed a poisson regression analysis
(appropriate for count data [90, 67-106]) to identify how
the specific forum, feature type, and expertise of initial
author correlate with the number of times a feature was
discussed. Using the model selection process described
in Section 3.3, the final selected regression is given in
Table 4. Note, because we are interested in which Ghidra
features are discussed, we remove from our analysis topics

Feature
Areas

Twitter
(N=283)

Reddit
(N=83)

SE
(N=62)

Total
(N=428)

C
us

to
m

iz
e

Scripts 43 (19%) 17 (28%) 21 (41%) 81 (25%)

Arch. 17 (8%) 13 (21%) 9 (18%) 39 (12%)
Memory 7 (3%) 6 (10%) 4 (8%) 17 (5%)
Var/Func
Names 4 (2%) 1 (2%) 3 (6%) 8 (2%)

Total 71 (31%) 37 (61%) 37 (73%) 145 (43%)

C
ur

re
nt

Tool 28 (12%) 8 (13%) 18 (35%) 54 (16%)

Setup/Run 8 (4%) 10 (16%) 0 (0%) 18 (5%)
GUI 5 (2%) 4 (7%) 5 (10%) 14 (4%)

Total 45 (20%) 22 (36%) 23 (45%) 86 (25%)

O
th

er

Overview/
Vulns/
Bonding

103 (45%) 9 (15%) 0 (0%) 112 (33%)

Learning 68 (30%) 10 (16%) 1 (2%) 79 (23%)
Info 4 (2%) 5 (8%) 1 (2%) 10 (3%)

Total 171 (76%) 24 (39%) 2 (4%) 197 (58%)

TABLE 3: Number of times each feature area is discussed
in each forum. Numbers in parentheses indicate the per-
centage of threads in which the feature area was discussed.

that are not feature-specific (i.e., features categorized as
Other). Based on an a priori power analysis with our given
sample number, our regression should be able to identify
small effects (> 0.15) [94] at a significance level (α) of
0.05, with sufficient power (80%) [95, pg. 296].

Customization is most commonly discussed. The most
common group of features discussed were related to
the scripting interface provided by Ghidra (N=81). For
example, this includes the capabilities and semantics of
the scripting language Ghidra provides (N=29), integrating
custom scripts into the main analysis pipeline when a
new binary is loaded (N=22), extending the main toolset
features such as the decompiler or debugger (N=13),
and the specific API Ghidra exposes for scripting (N=7).
Many threads also considered other topics related to
the customization of Ghidra. This included discussions
about writing custom architecture (N=39) and memory
specifications (N=17) to allow Ghidra to analyze previously
unsupported binary formats (e.g., for custom firmware for
IoT devices) and programmatically manipulating the data
structures Ghidra uses to handle variable and function
names (N=8).

Table 4 shows that customization-related features were
more commonly discussed when controlling for forum and
the initial author’s answerer status. This is shown in the
table’s second row. The log estimate (E) of 1.32 indicates
that features were discussed 1.32× more often than current
features (the baseline case). The 95% confidence interval
(CI), in column four, provides a high-likelihood range for
this estimate between 1.01× and 1.73×. Finally, the p-
value of 0.042 indicates this result is significant. This
supports our prior qualitative findings [57], indicating
that reverse engineers are very interested in the ability
to customize their tools.

Reverse engineers commonly discussed the main tool
suite. Discussions about Ghidra’s current offerings were
predominantly focused on the main tool suite (N=54).
This was further dominated by discussions of Ghidra’s



Log
Variable Value Estimate CI ppp-value

Type Current – – –
Customize 1.32 [1.01, 1.73] 0.042*

Answerer False – – –
True 0.59 [0.44, 0.79] < 0.001*

Forum Reddit – – –
SE 1.10 [0.76, 1.58] 0.598
Twitter 1.61 [1.17, 2.2] 0.003*

*Significant effect – Base case (Log Estimate defined as 1)

TABLE 4: Summary of regression over feature discussion
counts. Pseudo R2 measures for this model were 0.07
(McFadden) and 0.25 (Nagelkerke). Type was the variable
of primary interest. The variables included at the bottom
of the table were added primarily as covariates to account
for variance. Because we consider a random sample of
tweets, the Forum comparison is an under-approximation.

decompiler (N=22), likely because this is one of the
key benefits of Ghidra. It provides decompilation for
free at a level comparable only to expensive commercial
offerings [19]. However, key differentiating features, such
as collaboration support (N=4) and binary version tracking
(N=3) were some of the least discussed features. This
seems to indicate that the common discussion of Ghidra’s
decompiler is not spurred only by its novelty, but also
the general importance of decompiler support to reverse
engineers. In addition to Ghidra’s more unique features,
reverse engineers discussed core tools such as Ghidra’s
exporter (N=9), focusing on how Ghidra could integrate
with their other tools; its disassembler (N=7); and its
debugger (N=3).

Answerers were less likely to start threads across all
feature areas and forums. Controlling for all variables,
non-answerers started 1.69× more feature-specific discus-
sions than answerers. Interestingly, we did not observe any
statistically significant relationship between the author’s
answerer status and feature type. We might have expected
to see more active authors discussing more advanced
features, while non-answerers focus on the more basic
offerings of Ghidra. This was not the case; however, this
may be an artifact of time period studied with a defined
split occurring as Ghidra moves out of the early adoption
phase.

Features are discussed the most on Twitter, but feature
discussions are a minority of Twitter discussions (RQ3).
Finally, we consider variations in feature discussions
between forums. Since we are comparing a random sample
of tweets to the full set of SE and Reddit comments, it is
very likely the observed difference in counts is even more
significant in the full sample. While it appears obvious that
Twitter dominates the other forums in this metric since
we looked at more Twitter threads, authors had the option
to post their messages to any forum, so this remains a
relevant comparison. For this reason, we directly compare
counts of feature types instead of percentages of threads
on a given forum.

Looking at the distribution of discussion among forums,
we found that features were 1.61× more likely to be
discussed on Twitter than on Reddit. Also, while we did
not observe a significant difference between feature counts
in SE and Twitter—indicated by the overlapping CIs—, we

Figure 1: Timeline of feature discussions divided by group.

did observe nearly twice the number of feature discussions
on Twitter (N=116) as SE (N=60).

While Twitter includes a large amount of feature-
specific information, only about half of all Ghidra dis-
cussions on Twitter are feature-specific (51%). This means
reverse engineers reviewing Twitter for specific feature
information or reverse engineering tool developers consid-
ering which features to prioritize must scan through large
numbers of threads (N=171). This likely makes searching
for relevant information very difficult for reverse engineers
and could potentially outweigh the benefits of a large
quantity of threads.

Using a Chi-squared test—appropriate for categorical
data [96]—we performed pairwise comparisons of the
number of Other features discussed between each forum.
Because we perform multiple tests, we use a Holm-
Bonferroni correction to account for the possibility of
introducing false positives [97]. For each comparison, the
effect size is calculated by measuring the association of the
two variables tested (φ ) [98, 282-283]. Based on Cohen’s
recommendation, we consider a φ ≥ 0.1 a small effect,
≥ 0.3 a medium effect, and ≥ 0.5 a large effect [94].
After correction, a p-value less than 0.05 is considered
significant. We found that discussions on Twitter were
much less likely to be feature specific than both Reddit
(φ = 0.81, p < 0.001) and SE (φ = 0.99, p < 0.001).
Reddit was also less likely to be feature specific than
SE (φ = 0.33, p < 0.001), though the effect size was less
dramatic.

No clear difference in discussion timeline between
features. After investigating the differences related to
feature discussions distribution across the entire time period
studied, we sought to understand whether the conversation
changed over time. That is, do reverse engineers begin
by discussing a particular feature set, then move to other,
potentially more complex features later on as they adopt
the tool into their practice? Any trend could tell tool
developers which features to focus on for initial release
and drive the order of work. However, we did not observe
any clear differences between the timeline of discussion
of the Ghidra feature groups. We did observe that feature-
specific discussions began more often at the start of the
release period, with about a third of discussions occurring
in the first month (38% of current tool discussions and 30%
of customization discussions) and half of all discussions
happening in the first two months (38% of current tool
discussions and 54% of customization discussions). This
trend is even more dramatic for topics which are not feature-
specific, as 49% of these discussions occurred in the first



Figure 2: Timeline of threads divided by type.

month and 69% occurred by the second month. This can
be seen in Figure 1, which shows the number of discussion
threads started in each month. This spike in discussions
at the beginning of the collection period is likely due to
Ghidra’s newness and the publicity it received [41]–[50]
and may not generalize to other, more traditional releases.

4.2. Thread Types (RQ2)

Knowing the feature areas reverse engineers discuss,
we then looked at how reverse engineers were discussing
these features across forums. Figure 2 presents the number
of discussion threads for each type started in each month
of our review.

Announcements were most common, especially on
Twitter (RQ3). Over half of all threads (55%) were
declarative in nature, simply making an announcement
sharing a resource or information without looking for any
response. For example, many authors shared links to Ghidra
tutorials, news articles about Ghidra’s release, or open
source Ghidra scripts. Interestingly, these announcements
were predominantly found on Twitter, making up more than
half of all coded Twitter threads (64%). We did find that
a large percentage of Reddit threads were announcements
(42%), but announcements were tied for most common
thread type with question-initiated threads. Conversely,
we did not observe any announcements on SE. Finally,
announcements were concentrated in the first months after
Ghidra’s release, with 42% occurring within one month and
63% within two months. This is likely unique to the tool
adoption process, showing an effort by reverse engineers
to spread the word about the newly available framework.

Questions were also common, especially on SE (RQ3).
The next most common thread type was questions (29%).
A thread was coded as a question if the initial author asked
for help with a specific problem. In most cases, authors
asked for help troubleshooting an issue with Ghidra or
sought suggestions for features that would help achieve a
particular goal. In contrast with announcements, questions
were most common on SE (94% of threads). Questions
were tied for the most common thread type on Reddit
(42% of threads), but only made up 8% of all threads on
Twitter (third most common thread type). Questions were
also more evenly distributed over time, with only 28%
occurring within one month, 48% within two months, and
64% within three months, the midpoint in collection.

Reverse engineers commonly share and seek opinions.
In other common thread types, the initial author either
shared their general perspective on a given topic (16% of
threads) or polled the community for the collective’s opin-
ion (6% of threads). In both thread types, authors discuss

their general opinions of Ghidra with statements ranging
from “Ghidra is magic!” to “I haven’t tried Ghidra nor do
I intend to. Fight me.” Authors also commented on specific
features, for example noting that “Ghidra is pretty much
giving me the original source here,” referring to Ghidra’s
decompiler. Another common discussion topic among the
community was the value of Ghidra in comparison to the
most commonly used, but expensive, reverse engineering
framework, IDA Pro [19].

Very few cases of bonding. Finally, we observed very
few examples of reverse engineers asking others to share
experiences of general challenges faced (1% of threads).
We also did not observe any examples of ice breaker
threads, which have been used in other forums to help
members of the community get to know one another [51].
This indicates that there were relatively few direct efforts
build a community of users around this new tool. However,
it is possible this occurs more often in closed channels,
other online organizations, or in direct communication
outside the scope of our analysis.

4.3. Question Answering (RQ1)

Because questions constituted some of the most preva-
lent and consistent forms of discussions, we next sought to
understand the community’s support for answering reverse
engineers’ questions about Ghidra during tool adoption.
Specifically, we consider whether any of the forums are
better at providing support and whether the community
establishes sufficient knowledge base for particular feature
areas to answer questions in this early stage. This can
tell reverse engineers which forum to go to in search of
answers and would help tool developers predict predict
where question answering support would be most beneficial
to fill in gaps or lags in community knowledge.

To answer this question, we limited our analysis to
threads where the initial author posed a specific question
(N=181). We marked each question as answered if we
observed a comment on the thread which presented an
answer to the question. Note, this is only an approximation,
as we do not attempt to assess whether the answer is nec-
essarily correct or sufficiently informative. Prior work has
considered whether a question has an “accepted answer”—
a common feature in Q&A forums [69]. However, because
only one forum we considered included this feature (i.e.,
SE), we chose not use this method to allow for a fair
comparison. Further, while we found only 58% of questions
we marked as answered had an “accepted” answer on
SE, we found that in all but one case, the “accepted”
answer metric was overly conservative. Many questions
received answers with multiple upvotes by other authors
and responses confirming the correctness of the answer,
indicating the question asker may have failed to accept
a reasonable answer (N=11). Other answers were given
as comments with the asker indicating the answer was
correct, but unable to accept the answer because it was
not submitted in the right place in the UI (N=4). Finally,
other answers appeared not to be accepted because they
were related to an open bug in the Ghidra tool itself (N=3)
or solving the issue was computationally infeasible (N=2).

Regression analysis. To explore trends in question answer-
ing behaviors, we performed another regression analysis



Figure 3: Number of questions answered and unanswered
in each feature area in each forum.

Variable Value Odds Ratio CI ppp-value

Answerer False – – –
True 5.42 [1.54, 19.09] 0.009*

*Significant effect – Base case (Log Estimate defined as
1)

TABLE 5: Summary of regression over question answering
likelihood. Pseudo R2 measures for this model were 0.07
(McFadden) and 0.13 (Nagelkerke).

using the same initial explanatory variables and model
selection process described in Section 3.3. However, in this
case, because our outcome variable—whether the question
is answered—is binary, we performed a logistic regression
(appropriate for binary data [95]). The selected regression
model is given in Table 5.

No difference in answering rates between features or
forums. Figure 3 shows the number of questions answered
and unanswered for each feature group divided by forum.
Overall, we found the majority of Ghidra questions (81%)
received an answer. This was true whether reverse engi-
neers asked about current features (84%) or customizations
(79%). Additionally, while a higher percentage of questions
on Reddit (95%) were answered than both Twitter and
SE (74% and 75%, respectively), we did not find this
difference to be statistically significant when controlling
for feature area and author answerer status (both forum
and feature area were not included in our final model).

Answerers are more likely to get a response. Question
answering activity of the question author was the only
variable we observed which had a significant effect on
whether the question was answered. Table 5 shows a 5.42×
increase in odds of a question being answered when asked
by an answerer versus a non-answerer, assuming all other
variables are the same. This is somewhat unintuitive as we
might expect answerers to ask more complex questions,
requiring a higher level of expertise in Ghidra than exists
among other members of the community. Instead, it appears
answering support is consolidated within a subset of the
online reverse engineering community who answer each
others’ questions, but not those of reverse engineers outside
this subset. This interaction between small clusters of
reverse engineers is shown in more detail in Section 4.5.

Variable Value Odds Ratio CI ppp-value

Answerer False – – –
True 5.32 [3.16, 8.99] < 0.001*

*Significant effect – Base case (Odds Ratio defined as 1)

TABLE 6: Summary of regression over level of collective
sensemaking. Pseudo R2 measures for this model were
0.06 (McFadden) and 0.13 (Nagelkerke).

4.4. Sensemaking (RQ2)

After observing that most questions are answered, we
considered how relevant knowledge is developed within the
community during tool adoption. To determine whether
knowledge about Ghidra is developed directly through
forum discussions, we consider whether each discussion
thread exhibited signs of collective sensemaking—how
communities create shared knowledge structures and build
meaning together [89]. We might expect this to be particu-
larly prevalent after a tool’s initial release as no users have
prior experience and build their understanding through
iteration of ideas with others.

Regression analysis. To explore collective sensemaking
trends, we performed another regression analysis continu-
ing to use the same initial explanatory variables and model
selection process described in Section 3.3. Our outcome
variable for this regression was the level of collective
sensemaking observed in each thread (i.e., reaction, lateral
engagement, or knowledge transformation), an ordered
categorical variable. Therefore, we used an ordinal logistic
regression model (appropriate for ordinal data) [99]. The
final model is given in Table 6.

Idea transformation is rare. Less than half of all threads
(42%) exhibited any characteristics of collective sensemak-
ing. In most of these cases, we only observed authors re-
flecting on points made by others earlier in the thread (19%
of threads) or some lateral engagement, where authors
went back-and-forth discussing a topic (16% of threads).
However, we observed very few cases (7% of threads)
of idea transformation, which is demonstrated by authors
actually changing their perspective or expressing any new
insight derived from the conversation. For example, in one
Twitter thread, two authors discuss adding disassembler
support for correctly presenting retpolines (a recently
developed security mitigation used to prevent branch-target-
injection attacks [100]). During their discussion, they both
present possible solutions, iteratively building on each
others’ ideas, and eventually concluding on a new approach
based on the combination of both suggestions. This finding
draws a clear contrasts between the reverse engineering and
software engineering communities as software engineers’
discussions typically tend to be more collaborative [30],
[53], [54].

Collective sensemaking is more likely in answerer-
initiated threads. Our regression model-selection process
did not include either the forum or feature area in the
final model, indicating that no significant difference was
observed with respect to those variables. The only variable
included in our final regression model was the initiating
author’s answerer status. Our results indicate answerer
initiated threads are 5.32× as likely (compared to non-
answerer initiated threads) to increase one level of col-



Figure 4: Number of connections for each author divided
by forum.

lective sensemaking. This result is intuitive as we might
expect reverse engineers who are able to answer several
questions to have more experience and therefore discuss
more complex topics that require input from others to make
sense. It is also in line with our result from Section 4.3
that answerer questions are more likely to receive answers
and thus more likely to include transformative discussions.

4.5. Knowledge Sharing Dynamics (RQ2)

As we observed limited collective sensemaking occur-
ring directly in discussions, it may instead be the case
that knowledge is developed over time through direct
information sharing between authors (i.e., author A shares
information with author B, who in turn applies their
gained knowledge in another discussion with author C). To
investigate this theory, we reviewed the network connec-
tions between authors, considering relationships at three
granularity levels: author, thread, forum. See Section 3.4
for a discussion of how graphs at each granularity level
were generated.

Low density of connections, but high reciprocity. Look-
ing first at the lowest granularity graph, the author-level,
we found low connection density—the number of edges
that exist in the graph divided by the possible number of
edges that would exist if the graph was fully connected—
among authors in each forum (2% for Twitter, 8% for SE,
and 4% for Reddit). Note, while there are differences in
density between forums, these are expected variations as
connection density generally decreases with group size.
Additionally, we observed that the degree distribution, the
number of other authors each author is connected to in the
graph, was right-skewed, indicating most authors had few
connection, with a few authors dominating the conversation.
Figure 4 presents the degree distribution for each forum,
showing a clear right-skew for Twitter and Reddit, while SE
includes more high-connectivity nodes. This distribution
is common in social networks, as most network members
cluster into small communities, with a few highly con-
nected members spanning multiple clusters [101]. While
we did not see significant connectivity across all the nodes,
we did find high levels of reciprocity between nodes (78%

in Twitter, 78% in SE, and 72% in Reddit). Reciprocity is
a measure specific to directed graphs that gives the ratio
of nodes linked in both directions to the total number of
nodes linked in at least one direction [102]. Reciprocity
only considers if a bidirectional connection exists between
nodes unidirectionally connected, meaning disconnected
nodes are not included in the calculation. This indicates
that for the authors who are connected, information sharing
goes both ways, which is in line with our prior results in
Section 4.3. Therefore, while we did not observe much
evidence of authors developing knowledge specifically
within the forums (i.e., sensemaking), we did observe
evidence of information sharing at least within small
clusters of authors. Also, the differences we observed in
reciprocity between Reddit and the other forums aligns with
our expectations. Because Reddit is a more pseudonymous
platform, these types of relations are expected to be less
common.

Connections dominated by a central cluster in each
forum. Knowing the network density is low, but reciprocity
is high for connected authors, we moved to the thread-level
graph to determine how often these connections—hence,
information sharing—goes beyond a specific thread. On
average, we observed that most authors only participate in
one (33%) or two (29%) threads, with two threads being
the median. The first three graphs of Figure 5 presents
the thread-level graphs for each forum. Each graph shows
a central cluster of threads sharing contributing authors,
surrounded by threads whose authors are disconnected
from those participating in other threads. On Twitter, the
majority (51%) of all nodes are isolates (i.e., degree zero
nodes), and 77% of all edges are contained in the central
cluster. While there are less isolates for both Reddit (31%)
and SE (25%), the dominance of a single central cluster
is more pronounced, with 87% of all edges contained in a
single Reddit cluster and all edges in SE part of the same
cluster.

Reverse engineers comment on multiple feature areas.
Next, we considered whether the clusters we identified
covered specific feature areas, indicating possible author
specialization. We began by labelling each node in the
graphs on the top row of Figure 5 according to the type
of feature discussed. We found that a majority of threads
in 73% of the non-isolate clusters covered the same type
of features. However, we found that most authors who
participated in multiple threads (92%) discussed more than
one area out of the ten areas given in Table 3, with a mean
of 2.48 feature areas discussed by authors. This indicates
that during tool adoption, active authors do not focus on a
single feature set. This may be specific to the tool adoption
discussions with authors specializing in specific areas the
community develops.

Very few reverse engineers participate in multiple
forums. Moving to the highest level graph granularity,
we next analyzed the forum-level graph (shown on the
far-right of Figure 5). This graphs shows that the central
clusters identified in the thread-level graphs, as well as
a few of the smaller clusters were sparsely connected.
In total we observed seven connections across forums—
by six unique authors. On average, authors contributed
to 1.03 forums, meaning that authors almost exclusively



Figure 5: The first three graphs indicate the thread-level relationships across each forum and the furthest-right graph
shows forum-level connections. In the thread-level graphs, features areas covered by each thread are indicated by the
node shape (as given in the legend). However, no such distinction is made in the forum-level graph and all nodes are
shown as circles irrespective of features discussed in the associated clusters.

participate in conversations on a single forum. Note, this
is likely somewhat of an underestimate of between-forum
connections due to the limitations of our account-linking
method (see Section 3.5).

Most authors ask or answer. Finally, we sought to
understand how information was produced and consumed
by authors across forums. Figure 6 plots the number
of questions answered (knowledge produced) and asked
(knowledge consumed) by each author in a heatmap.
The large majority of authors (85%) only participated
in one way, with most only answering questions (58%)
and a smaller group only asking (27%). This indicates the
community is dominated by a group willing to help answer
the questions of others, but not asking further questions
of others in the community. Additionally, as very few
author both produced and consumed information (15% of
authors), there is little evidence of knowledge acquisition,
development, and sharing directly in the discussions. This
contrasts our initial expectation that we would see more
questions and knowledge development among authors
during Ghidra’s adoption phase.

4.6. Negativity in the Community (RQ2)

Finally, given that the conversation is dominated by a
few individuals and most authors have limited participation
in the conversation, we investigated whether the community
discourse might be seen as unwelcoming. An unwelcoming
atmosphere during the tool adoption period could have a
dramatic effect on the community’s eventual use of a tool.
If all members of the community do not feel comfortable
participating, the discussion and consensus around a tool
will be shaped by a subset of the population and not benefit
from the possible diversity of perspectives available.

Using our coding of all discourse actions derived from
Zhang et al.’s codebook [52], we looked at the likelihood
of an author receiving a negative response to a comment.
We considered two types of negative responses. The first,
was sarcasm that poked fun at the comment, but did not
clearly attack the commenter. The stronger form of negative
comment we observed attacked or mocked the commenter,
or expressed disgust, derision, or anger, toward the prior
comment. We did not consider a comment negative if it
engaged the merits of the prior commenter’s points or was
trying to offer constructive feedback.

Variable Value Odds Ratio CI ppp-value

Forum Reddit – – –
SE 1.28 [0.40, 4.06] 0.676
Twitter 0.22 [0.9, 0.53] < 0.001*

Answerer False – – –
True 5.61 [3.10, 10.14] < 0.001*

*Significant effect – Base case (Odds Ratio defined as 1)

TABLE 7: Summary of regression over comment sentiment.
Pseudo R2 measures for this model were 0.19 (McFadden)
and 0.23 (Nagelkerke).

Regression analysis. We utilized a regression analysis
to investigate trends in comment sentiment. Because our
outcome variable, comment sentiment, is binary (i.e.,
negative or not), we used a logistic regression (appropriate
for binary data [95]). Again, we used the same initial set
of explanatory variables and model selection procedure as
described in Section 3.3. The final model is given in Table 7.
Unlike with prior questions, we included comments from
all threads (N=1098) in our analysis instead of limiting
our scope to feature-specific discussions. We chose not to
limit our analysis in this case because reverse engineer
participation in the community is likely affected by the
broader climate of discussion.

Very little negativity overall. Only a small fraction (7%)
of all coded comments were considered negative. Of
those, the vast majority were considered sarcastic (6%
of comments) with very few demonstrating direct attacks
against other authors (1% of comments). While we did find
lower percentages of negative comments on feature-specific
threads (3% and 4% of comments discussing current tools
and customizations, respectively) than other threads (12%
of comments), this variable was not included in our final
model.

Negative responses are most common on Twitter. We
did observe a statistically significant effect when comparing
Twitter and Reddit, with comments having a 4.55× increase
in likelihood of being negative. This was unexpected as
Reddit is the more anonymous forum, which commonly
leads to more negative behaviors [103], [104]. This may
be the result of Reddit’s content moderation policies, such
as allowing users to flag potentially hateful or harassing
messages [105]. Negative comments were also more
prevalent on Twitter (14% of comments) than SE (2%



Figure 6: A heatmap indicating the number of questions asked and answered by each reverse engineer. Authors are
sorted by the number of questions answered first, then number asked. The darker colors indicated more questions of the
given type.

of comments).

Non-answerers are most likely to make negative com-
ments. The difference between comments by answerers
and non-answerers was the largest gap we found across
all variables tested. 16% of comments made by non-
answerers were considered negative, compared to only
2% of answerers. Controlling for the forum, comments
made by an non-answerer were correlated with a 5.56×
increase in likelihood of being negative. This is expected
as negative comments, i.e., trolling behaviors, are not
expected to come from authors who are also constructive
participants in the conversation. It is conceivable that
reverse engineers could act differently in different contexts,
exhibiting both positive and negative behaviors [106].
However, in this early adoption phase, it appears these
activities are mostly bifurcated. Additionally, we did not
observe any reverse engineer frequently posting negative
comments, as individual reverse engineer posted at most
two negative comments and the vast majority (92%) only
posted one negative comment.

5. Discussion

Our key findings can be summarized as follows:
• Reverse engineers discussed customization features

most often. When discussing Ghidra’s existing fea-
ture set, they most commonly focused on Ghidra’s
decompiler.

• Most reverse engineers’ questions were answered, but
answers were less likely when a non-answerer asked
the question.

• Collective sensemaking was not common in the
forums during tool adoption. Instead, knowledge
flowed from a large group of producers to a smaller
group of consumers with a single, central group of
discussions. This distinguishes reverse engineers from
software engineers whose discussions are generally
more collaborative [30], [53], [54].

• Twitter includes the most feature-specific threads of
any forum. However, these threads make up a lower
percentage of the forum’s threads than Reddit or SE,
they focus more on announcements, are more likely
to include negative responses, and often are isolated
(i.e., do not share authors with other threads).

With these findings in mind, we suggest recommenda-
tions for reverse engineering tool developers to consider
when trying to get a tool adopted, for newcomers and
experts in the reverse engineering community when ap-
proaching a new tool, and for researchers considering
directions for future work.

5.1. Tool Developers

Likely the most relevant result of our work for reverse
engineering tool developer is the finding that most users,
at least in the initial adoption period, considered features
that allow the user to customize the tool to their specific
needs. First, this indicates reverse engineers’ interest in
and therefore the importance of these features, suggesting
tool developers should place particular focus on supporting
tool customization. This finding is in line with our prior
work investigating reverse engineering processes [57], but
shows this is an significant consideration of users during
initial adoption, indicating that it should be included from
the start. Additionally, the large number of questions about
these features may suggest usability difficulties. This may
be specific to Ghidra, but it is to be expected for more
complex features. Therefore, tool developers should be
careful to consider the user when designing customization
interfaces by testing their usability and providing additional
documentation.

When considering how best to support and interact
with the community at this early stage, our results suggest
tool developers need to be involved across multiple forums.
Because we observed very little overlap in authors across
forums, focusing on any particular forum is insufficient
for engaging the community. Additionally, authors used
each forum for different purposes, further suggesting the
need to consider multiple forums.

Within forums, our results suggest tool developers
should make efforts to answer a variety of reverse engi-
neers’ questions. During the tool adoption phase, engaging
many reverse engineers can provide support to individuals
we found were more isolated and, in the case of non-
answerers, less likely to have their questions answered.
Focusing on the subset of most prolific users may waste
developer effort, as these users are more likely to be
supported by other members of the community.

Finally, tool developers can also benefit from adopting
similar analysis methods to the ones we demonstrate in
this paper. By tracking feature discussions across forums,
developers can produce similar results regarding feature
popularity and community questions-answering support to
improve early adoption. This information can help devel-
opers know which features to prioritize as well as which
features require improved documentation. Additionally,
tracking this information over time would allow developers
to observe the impact of tool changes.

5.2. Reverse Engineers

Similar to our recommendations for tool developers,
reverse engineers should also consult all forums for tool



information and question answering when considering
new tool or feature adoption. Additionally, our results
suggest reverse engineers will find Twitter most useful
when searching for resources to help with tool learning
generally (e.g., tutorials, feature overviews), while SE is
suggested for information about specific problems, and
Reddit provides a mixture of both. While Twitter has more
feature-specific threads, it contains even more tangentially
related material—as has been shown in other settings [66]—
, which may be difficult to sift through. If a reverse engineer
is looking to make sense of a new feature or tool through
discussion with another reverse engineer, they are most
likely to find this in SE (at least during the early stages
of tool adoption).

We also call on forum moderators to make changes
to the incentive structure of these forums, where possible,
to improve knowledge sharing. First, we recommend
incentivizing behaviors that bridge isolated pockets of
users in the early tool adoption phase. For example,
moderators should consider rewarding reverse engineers
who start discussions specifically for bonding purposes.
This can encourage relationships between authors who
have not connected previously and spur future collective
sensemaking, accessing a more diverse set of perspectives.

Additionally, moderators should be careful to deter neg-
ative comments. Negative comments were rare (although
still potentially harmful for beginners [107] especially in
early adoption), suggesting a light touch intervention by
moderators may be sufficient. For example, moderators
could engage in counterspeeh as suggested by Mathew
et al. [108], by responding to hateful speech directly
condemning it and warning that the user may be banned if
similar hateful behavior continues. This type of community
feedback has been shown to improve user behavior [109]–
[111]. Moderators should also closely monitor for negative
comments to prevent their number from growing.

5.3. Future Work

Because we observed very little sensemaking in any
forum, further investigation is required to understand how
knowledge around new tools is developed in the reverse
engineering community. It may be that knowledge is
currently developed individually or among small groups
(e.g., coworkers). Alternatively, there may be additional
private forums, missed in this analysis, which require
further investigation. To provide a thorough understanding
of reverse engineering knowledge development and needs,
interviews or surveys directly with reverse engineers are
necessary.

Our results also suggest the value of efforts aimed
at bridging information across forums. Because of the
isolated nature of each forum, exposing reverse engineers
to relevant information elsewhere could be particularly
useful.

Finally, future work should consider methods for
simplifying feature extraction to allow broader longitudinal
analysis. For example, NLP methods could be leveraged,
using our codes and feature tags from GitHub as training
data, to automate the discussion feature tagging process.
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Appendix

In this appendix, we give full descriptions of each
codebook used to analyze discussion threads.

1. Ghidra Features

For each discussion thread, we coded the set Ghidra
features discussed. The individual codes are taken from the
issue tags on the offical Ghidra github page [84]. Features
are also grouped into related feature areas.

• Scripts
– Extensions - Threads about updates to the frame-

work itself (e.g., script manager, exporter, decom-
piler). For example, changing the script manager to
use scripts in unsupported languages (like Ruby).
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Extensions can mess with the UI (add buttons or
menu items). Extensions can also produce and
consume events and can share information with
other extensions through a service architecture.

– FID - Threads about any analyses that identify
functions that match common functions.

– API - Threads about the API provided to extension
and scripts that allow them to use features of the
main Ghidra framework.

– Script Manager - Threads about the function that
runs the scripts and allows reverse engineers to
pick which things you want to run.

– Analysis - Threads about things that get run when-
ever you import a binary and decompile (which
could include scripts). For example, threads about
getting some analysis running in Ghidra (either
included or one they created or downloaded).

– Scripting - Threads about code users can write to
extend the analysis provided by Ghidra. Scripts do
not update the UI (e.g., add buttons or menu items),
that’s extensions. An example of a script is code
that creates a new analysis.

• Architecture
– Processor - Threads about supporting a new archi-

tecture or fixing support for an architecture.
– Sleigh - Threads about the code used for converting

a given architecture into decompiled C representa-
tion.

– Loader - Threads related to different binary file
formats. Loaders tell Ghidra how new files are for-
matted, where different information is stored, how
it’s stored, and how it can be used to reconstruct
the decompiled code. For example, when threads
discuss how Ghidra represents specific addresses
internally.

• Memory
– Data Types - Threads about adding custom data

types or structs to represent groups of data points
and then applied to the binary.

– BitFields - Threads related to the feature that allows
the struct to define a variable with a given set of bits
(instead of using a whole byte). For example, the
reverse engineer only needs one bit for a boolean
variable, so they only need a bitfield with one bit
instead of setting aside 8 bits for that variables.

– Memory - Threads about the actual bytes of a
program split into sections (e.g., data section, code
section, etc). For example, how Ghidra determines
which segment of code belong to which part. This
is different from Loader in that it is talking about
sections broadly, not specific addresses.

– C-Parser - Threads discussing the feature that
allows reverse engineers to create a C header with
all the data types they want instead of manually
adding each by hand. Reverse engineers can write
a header in C, then Ghidra parses it and updates the
decompiled code to use them where appropriate.

• Variable/Function Names
– Symbol Table - Threads about the database that

stores the list of symbols (variable and function
names) of a program.

– Symbol Tree - This features is similar to the symbol
table, but a different version of the visualization that
shows symbols in a hierarchical view. This means
the reverse engineer see the symbols in a struct
and maybe some other metatdata if they expand
the symbol. This looks something like a file system
tree.

– Program Tree - Threads about the Ghidra-specific
abstract syntax tree (called p-code) representation
of the program.

– PDB - Threads related to importing debug symbols
into the program to provide additional information
(or debugging the import of this information).

– DWARF - Threads about the specific DWARF
format of debugging information file.

• Tool
– Tool - Threads discussing one-off features the

provide support for specific needs such as an
entropy window (e.g., how similar are bytes across
the program, helping you figure out if a program
is compressed), search bar, and bookmarks.

– Byte Viewer - Threads about the hex editor that
lets reverse engineers look at the raw hex of the
binary.

– Decompiler - Threads related to the tool that
converts the binary to a high-level C-like language.

– Demangler - Some compilers change the names
of functions if they are overloaded (e.g., same
name, different arguments) so that the differences
is referenced in the function name (this is important
for C linkers). Whenever an reverse engineer wants
to decompile, they need to reverse this process. Dis-
cussions of this process are coded as Demangler.

– Disassembler - Discussion about the tool that shows
the assembly view of the program.

– Filesystem - Ghidra allows the reverse engineer to
unpack and traverse firmwares that include internal
filesystems. This code covers any of the related
features.

– Version Tracking - Threads about Ghidra’s tool
that will look at a new version of a binary the
reverse engineer worked with previously, that tries
to identify similarities and port over changes and
annotations into the new binary that the reverse
engineer made to the previous version to limit
duplication of effort.

– Version Control - Threads about multi-user support
that allows multiple people to edit the binary
together (similar to git).

– Server - Threads regarding the collaborative use of
Ghidra. People can set up a Ghidra server to share
projects between multiple users.

– Emulation - Threads discussing Ghidra’s API that
will let you emulate different architectures and run
the program.

– Exporter - Threads related to exporting modified
(patched) versions of binaries or other data gener-
ated when using Ghidra (e.g., variable renaming).

• Setup/Run
– Build - Threads discussing compiling Ghidra from

source.
– Launch - Threads related to getting Ghidra running.



– Eclipse - Threads related to building scripts with
the GhidraDev Eclipse plugin.

– Platform - Threads about getting Ghidra working
on a particular operating system (e.g., Windows,
Linux, Mac).

• GUI
– Graphing - Threads about Ghidra’s Control flow

graph view within the UI.
– GUI - Threads about the buttons, menus, tables,

and views shown to the user.
– Headless - Threads related to running Ghidra

in headless mode (e.g., just running scripts and
analysis without a UI).

• Overview/Vulnerabilities/Bonding
– Overview - Threads that provides a resource giving

a walkthrough of Ghidra.
– Vulnerability - Threads related to a vulnerability

in Ghidra.
– Community - Threads about building a community

of Ghidra users.
– Support - Threads about the Ghidra team making

bug fixes.
– Humor - Threads that do not really provide any

information, but just make a joke about Ghidra.
• Learning

– Learning - Threads related to teaching people how
to use Ghidra.

– RE Example - Threads that demonstrate the use of
Ghidra.

– Comparison - Threads comparing Ghidra to another
reverse engineering tool.

• Information about Ghidra
– Documentation - Threads about getting documen-

tation on Ghidra.s
– Website - Threads about the Ghidra website

(https://ghidra-sre.org/) itself where information is
hosted (Not the program).

2. Conversational Actions

This codebook is divided into two parts. First, we
coded the type of conversation initiated by the initial post
in each thread. This codebook is based on the codebook
developed by Mamykina et al. [51]. Next, we coded each
comment of each discussion thread to determine the type
of discourse each comment represented. This codebook is
based on the codebook developed by Zhang et al. [52].

2.1. Thread type.
• Announcements - Posts of a declarative nature that

simply make a statement about an event, product, or
feature of interest without looking for any particular
response from others.

• Questions - Threads initiated by individuals seeking
advice in regards to a specific personal issue.

• Statement of strong opinion threads (Opinion) - Posts
that state a strong opinion in regards to a certain issue.

• Opinion/experience polls (Poll) - Posts that seek
opinions or experiences of others on a topic of interest.

• Bonding threads - Threads that asked individuals to
share their experiences related to the topic in general,
rather than to any aspect of it in particular.

• Bounty - Threads where the initial author wants to
pay someone else to do something with Ghidra (e.g.,
write a new script).

• Ice-breakers - Simple games usually not related to
the topic.

2.2. Discourse Acts.
• Question - A comment with a question or a request

seeking some form of feedback, help, or other kinds of
responses. While the comment may contain a question
mark, it is not required. For instance, it might be
posed in the form of a statement but still soliciting
a response. Also, not everything that has a question
mark is automatically a QUESTION. For instance,
rhetorical questions are not seeking a response.

• Answer: A comment that is responding to a QUES-
TION by answering the question or fulfilling the
request.

• Statement of a perspective: Related information, but
not solving the question.

• Reframing the problem - Elaboration or restatement
of the original question

• Sharing a resource: A comment that is presenting
some new information to the community, such as a
piece of news, a link to something, a story, an opinion,
a review, or insight.

• Agreement: A comment that is expressing agreement
with some information presented in a prior comment.
It can be agreeing with a point made, providing
supporting evidence, providing a positive example or
experience, or confirming or acknowledging a point
made.

• Appreciation: A comment that is expressing thanks,
appreciation, excitement, or praise in response to
another comment. In contrast to AGREEMENT, it is
not evaluating the merits of the points brought up.
Comments of this category are more interpersonal as
opposed to informational.

• Disagreement: A comment that is correcting, criticiz-
ing, contradicting, or objecting to a point made in
a prior comment. It can also be providing evidence
to support its disagreement, such as an example or
contrary anecdote.

• Negative Reaction: A comment that is expressing a
negative reaction to a previous comment, such as
attacking or mocking the commenter, or expressing
emotions like disgust, derision, or anger, to the
contents of the prior comment. This comment is not
discussing the merits of the points made in a prior
comment or trying to correct them.

• Elaboration on answer: A comment that is adding
additional information on to another answer. Often-
times, one can imagine it simply appended to the end
of the comment it elaborates on. Note: This must be
about another commenter’s statement.

• Synthesis of previously stated perspectives: A com-
ment summarizes previously provided information.
This can summarize information from other commu-
nications threads.

• Personal reconciliation: For example, “I’m sorry if I
offended you.”

• Humor: This comment is primarily a joke, a piece of
sarcasm, or a pun intended to get a laugh or be silly



but not trying to add information. If a comment is
sarcastic but using sarcasm to make a point or provide
feedback, then it may belong in a different category.

3. Sensemaking

Our final codebook considered the level of collective
sensemaking displayed in each thread. This codebook is
based on the codebook developed by Mamykina et al. [51].

• Reaction to previous perspectives - Many posts in
threads with a high degree of collective sensemaking
begin with reflection on previously stated perspectives.
These simple references place new posts in the context
of other contributions and help to move the discussion
forward. A thread is considered to contain a reaction
if at least one commenter reflects on the comments
of others.

• Lateral engagement between participants - Thread
participants not only express their own individual
perspectives but also engage in the back and forth
negotiation of meaning. For example, authors might in-
terrogate each other’s perspectives, weighing evidence
or sharing relevant experiences. Requires back and
forth discussion and reflection between commenters.

• Transformation of ideas - Threads not only reflect
on the previously proposed perspectives, but also
developed those ideas beyond their original form.
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